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PROGRAM

REGISTRATION & REFRESHMENTS

8:30AM

CONFERENCE OPENING & WELCOME TO COUNTRY

9:00AM

BUILDING A CULTURE OF COMPASSION - HUGH MACKAY AO

9:20AM

MORNING TEA			

10:20AM

A VISION OF SOCIAL COHESION IN AUSTRALIA - ANTHEA HANCOCKS

10:45AM

ENRICHING THE SOCIAL COHESION CONVERSATION - INDIGENOUS VALUES AND ETHICS
PROFFESOR ASMI WOOD

11:25AM

THE ROLE OF MEDIA IN STRENGTHENING SOCIAL COHESION - PROFESSOR MONICA ATTARD,
NOEL DEBIEN & DR. USHA RODRIGUES

12:10PM

LUNCH

1:00PM

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE NARRATIVE - ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION

1:45PM

AFTERNOON TEA

3:15PM

INSIGHTS FROM GRASSROOTS INITIATIVE - RUHA FIFITA, DR. ANSUYA NAGURAN, KLAUS VEIL,
MAY SABET & WILL WRATHELL

3:45PM

THE ROLE OF DIALOGUE SPACES & CONFERENCE SUMMATION - DR. BRIAN J ADAMS

4:20PM

CLOSING REMARKS

4:50PM
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“Humanity is gripped by a crisis of identity, as various peoples and groups
struggle to define themselves, their place in the world, and how they
should act. Without a vision of shared identity and common purpose,
they fall into competing ideologies and power struggles. Seemingly
countless permutations of “us” and “them” define group identities ever
more narrowly and in contrast to one another. Over time, this splintering
into divergent interest groups has weakened the cohesion of society itself.
Rival conceptions about the primacy of a particular people are peddled
to the exclusion of the truth that humanity is on a common journey
in which all are protagonists. Consider how radically different such a
fragmented conception of human identity is from the one that follows
from a recognition of the oneness of humanity. In this perspective, the
diversity that characterizes the human family, far from contradicting its
oneness, endows it with richness. Unity, in its Bahá’í expression, contains
the essential concept of diversity, distinguishing it from uniformity. It is
through love for all people, and by subordinating lesser loyalties to the best
interests of humankind, that the unity of the world can be realized and
the infinite expressions of human diversity find their highest fulfilment.”
– The Universal House of Justice

"The earth is but one country and mankind its citizens."
"Ye are the fruits of one tree and the leaves of one branch, the flowers of one garden."
– Bahá’í Writings
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The conference will explore the settings, approaches, methods
and experiences that will guide our country to foster greater social
cohesion and inclusion into the future. Here those who are deeply
thinking about the progress of our country are encouraged to come
together to deliberate, share ideas and reflect on action. Presenters
who are at the forefront of thinking and experience will share insights
from which all can benefit to shape further action and refine current
endeavours. Ample time has been allocated to enable interaction
between the audience and presenters during Q&A. All those attending
the conference will be encouraged to actively participate and offer
their contributions during intimate roundtable discussions as part of
the program.
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D
Dr. Brian J Adams
DIRECTOR, CENTRE FOR INTERFAITH
& CU LTU R A L D I A LO G U E ,
GRIFFITH UNIVERSITY

r. Brian J Adams is the Director of the Centre for
Interfaith & Cultural Dialogue at Griffith University.
As a former Rotary Peace Fellow, Brian is primarily
focused on promoting respect and understanding across
cultural, religious and organisational boundaries. Brian’s 20-plus
years of work in Africa, Europe, North America and the Asia–
Pacific bring a compelling international perspective to the Centre.
His background in mediation, conflict management and dialogue
facilitation strengthens the Centre’s ability to address some of
the great challenges facing the world today, while his fluency in
English, French and Swahili allow him to expand the work of the
ICD to marginalised groups in Australia and to troubled regions
across the globe. Brian is a founder of the G20 Interfaith Forum,
an annual public dialogue platform to draw on interfaith insight
and experience in developing recommendations on issues relevant
to the G20 Leaders Summit. Brian is also the author of the CURe
Program for Productive Diversity. This program helps create the
mindset, develop the skills and establish an environment for
people to value the traditions and perspectives of others and to
contribute their own. It lays the foundation on which productive
diversity is built.

M
Monica Attard
PROFESSOR & HEAD OF JOURNALISM
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
SYDNEY

onica Attard spent 28 years at the ABC, working
across radio and television. She was the ABC’s Russia
correspondent at possibly the best time in modern
history to be a Russia correspondent. She reported
on the coup against Mikhail Gorbachev, the collapse of Soviet
communism, the rise of Boris Yeltsin and his peculiar brand of
capitalism and democracy, the first Chechen war and she covered
civil wars across the old Soviet Union. Four years of covering the
revolution left her with just enough energy to pump out a book
about the events – Russia, Which Way Paradise? In 1994, Monica
returned to Australia to present ABC Radio’s PM. In 2001, she
created Sunday Profile on ABC Radio, which earned her two Walkley
Awards for Best Broadcast Interviewing. This brought her Walkley
count to five, including Gold for excellence in journalism. Monica
hosted Media Watch on ABC TV for two years and also received
an Order of Australia for services to journalism. She has an arts/
law degree and was the creator and former Managing Editor of
The Global Mail. Monica is now head of Journalism at UTS, Sydney.
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Law, author and writer, Order of
Australia for services to journalism, winner of 5 Walkley Awards
for excellence in journalism, including gold.
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oel Debien is a religion specialist with the ABC’s radio
religion and ethics unit. Noel came to ABC religion unit in
1996, and has worked producing, reporting or presenting
across a range of television programs, including The
Drum, ABC Carols for Christmas, Hymns of Glory, Compass,
People Dimensions, 2000 today, Race Around the World; and ABC
Radio programs, including Life Matters, The Religion Report, The
Europeans (all Radio National); as well as Sunday Nights on local
radio, For the God Who Sings on Classic FM and God Forbid on RN.

Noel Debien
ABC R ADIO NATIONAL
AUSTR ALIAN BROADC A STING CORPOR ATION

F
Ruha Fifita
AUXILIARY BOARD MEMBER
BAHÁ’Í COMMUNIT Y QUEENSLAND

or the last six years, Ruha Fifita has served as an Auxiliary
Board member assisting with the unfoldment of a Baha’iinspired, grass roots educational process in South east
Queensland that seeks to raise capacity in individuals of
all backgrounds to take charge of their own spiritual, social and
intellectual development. Ruha engages with the Pacific region as an
interdisciplinary artist, and as the Curatorial Assistant for Pacific
Art at the Queensland State Gallery of Modern Art. She serves the
Institute for Studies in Global Prosperity delivering seminars for
university students to contribute to prevalent discourses concerned
with the betterment of society. Ruha co-founded ON THE SPOT
Inc. in Tonga - a community-based arts organisation, engaging
youth in creative projects contributing to the 2015 Millennium
Development Goals. Her artistic practice focuses on collaboration,
community engagement and connection with indigenous methods
and material, and has exhibited throughout the Pacific including
the Auckland Art Festival, Pataka Art Gallery, The National Gallery
of Victoria, and the Tjibaou Cultural Centre. Across her work she is
dedicated to learning about the role of religion, young people, the
arts and artists in contributing to the advancement of civilization.
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A
Anthea Hancocks
CEO, SC ANL AN FOUNDATION

nthea is the CEO of the Scanlon Foundation and CEO of
the Scanlon Foundation Research Institute. The Scanlon
Foundation is a private philanthropic organisation
dedicated to social cohesion and the transition of
migrants into Australian society. She has an extensive background
in strategic planning, business development, community service,
education, communications and relationship and services
marketing through senior leadership experience in private, ASX
listed, government, professional services, academia and not for
profit organisations here and in the US. She is a Member of the
Australian Multicultural Council, an accredited mediator, Chair
of the Monash Migration and Inclusion Centre Advisory Board,
a non-executive Director of YMCA Victoria, Chair of the Ubuntu
Project’s Advisory Board and a Fellow of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors.

H
Hugh Mackay AO
SOCIAL RESEARCHER & AUTHOR

ugh Mackay is a social psychologist, researcher and
bestselling author of 19 books, including The Good
Life, The Art of Belonging and Australia Reimagined.
He has had a 60-year career in social research, and
was also a weekly newspaper columnist for over 25 years. Among
many honorary appointments, he has been deputy chairman of
the Australia Council for the Arts, chairman of trustees of Sydney
Grammar School, the inaugural chairman of the ACT government’s
Community Inclusion Board and an honorary professor at
Macquarie, Wollongong and Charles Sturt universities. He is
currently a patron of the Asylum Seekers Centre Hugh is a Fellow
of the Australian Psychological Society and of the Royal Society
of NSW. In recognition of his pioneering work in social research,
he has been awarded honorary doctorates by Charles Sturt,
Macquarie, NSW, Western Sydney and Wollongong universities. He
was appointed an Officer of the Order of Australia in 2015.
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M
May Saba Sabet

ay Saba Sabet is passionate about using the arts to
create a collective understanding of what it means to
be human. Her expertise lies in co-creating theatre
with young people. She has devised a system in which
theatre is used to dissolve social barriers and connect hearts. This
year she is developing a theatre company that through its method
and form of storytelling inspires, recharges and activates both
those participating and the audience. Her previous work includes
directing Everything In Between, a piece made about high school
students and their lives, Kaya, an immersive piece about what
home means to those uprooted, and facilitating English learning
theatre workshops in high schools in West Melbourne.

CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR,
T WENDE THRE ATRE

K

laus Veil has been involved in the leadership of not-forprofits and professional organisations for over 25 years.
Klaus has passionately and significantly contributed
to the fields of professionalism, digital health interoperability and biomedical engineering. He is the Founding
Vice-President of the Neighbourhood Connect charity and has
since 2015 been a leader of the Australian Council of Professions;
he now serves as its President. He is a Fellow of the Australasian
College of Health Informatics as well as HL7 International and a
Member of Australian Institute of Company Directors. Klaus also
has a professorial appointment with Western Sydney University.

Klaus Veil
VICE PRESIDENT, NEIGHBOURHOOD
CONNECT
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D
Dr. Ansuya Naguran
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

r. Naguran’s research and community development
expertise lie within the field of Applied Theatre. Her
work has focused on using theatre as a tool for social
cohesion, community building and as a catalyst for anti-oppression focused action. Dr. Naguran has facilitated theatre
programs and conducted research mainly within the South
African prison and residential child and youth care settings. She
has also facilitated Applied Theatre programs in the USA aimed
at addressing issues of systemic oppression, and in Bangladesh
addressing the causes and consequences of child-marriage DR.
Naguran holds a PhD in Applied Theatre from the University of
KwaZulu-Natal in her native South Africa. She currently serves
in the position of Community Development Evaluation Officer at
the Service for the Treatment and Rehabilitation of Torture and
Trauma Survivors (STARTTS).

E VALUATION OFFICER , STARRTS

D

r. Rodrigues is an experienced Journalist, Journalism
Educator and Researcher in Journalism and Media
Studies. She has teaching expertise in curriculum
development and multi platform journalism as well as
international journalism. Dr Rodrigues has written a variety of
books including Indian News Media: From Observor to Participant,
Indian Media in a Globalised World and Youth, Media and Culture
in the Asia Pacific Region.

Dr. Usha Rodrigues
SENIOR LEC TURER IN COMMUNIC ATION ,
DEAKIN UNIVERSITY
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smi Wood is the Interim Director of the National Centre
for Indigenous Studies (NCIS) at The Australian National
University (ANU), Canberra and Professor at the ANU
College of Law. He was made a Principal Fellow of the
Higher Education Academy in 2017, was the recipient of the OLT
Australian Award for University Teaching: Neville Bonner Award
for Indigenous Education in 2015, and also the ANU Vice-Chancellor’s Award for Teaching Excellence in 2010.

Professor Asmi Wood
INTERIM DIRECTOR,

NATIONAL

CENTRE FOR INDIGENOUS STUDIES, ANU

W

Will Wrathall
‘BIG IDE A S FORUM’, NORTHERN
BEACHES COUNCIL

ill Wrathall is convinced that creating space for
face-to-face is vital for the sustained flourishing
of any democracy. Will manages the Community
Development team at Northern Beaches Council
and established Council’s Big Ideas Forum to engage the local
community in the robust exchange of ideas and to broaden people’s
understanding of the role local government can play in promoting
social cohesion. He previously founded The Woollahra School of
Philosophy in partnership with Sydney University and UNSW
along similar lines of increasing civic engagement on important
issues. Will’s passion for community development commenced on
a rubbish tip in the remote islands of north east Indonesia where
he witnessed the slow seeping sense of minds itching over the
possibilities of education. As a trained teacher and counsellor,
Will considers building social and relational capacity as the most
effective way to prepare for and address the many challenges of
the new millennium
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ANGIE
HISCOCK

A

ngie Hiscock is a Melbourne-based artist
and student in the field of Arts and Cultural
Management. Her background in anthropology and
sociology reflects her desire to analyse the nuances
of our social environment, equally trying to understand the
links and causalities behind/between them. Angie’s practice
is not tied to any particular medium or approach, but rather
driven by the ideas and concepts themselves which later
determine the vehicle in which they are carried. Her work
focuses on models of meaning-making and value-systems
within the West that ultimately shape our view of things.

Angie Hiscock
MELBOURNE BASED
ARTIST AND STUDENT
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“ SO P OWER FU L I S TH E LI G HT O F U N IT Y TH AT IT C A N
I LLU M I N ATE TH E WH O LE E A RTH ”

Bahá’u’ lláh

Australian Baha’i Community ©
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